NASDAQ OMX is the exclusive source for reliable real-time U.S. Treasury pricing sourced directly from NASDAQ OMX’s eSpeed trading systems. Market professionals, from both the buy and sell side, have relied on eSpeed’s U.S. Treasury data for more than 30 years.

NASDAQ OMX eSpeed U.S. Treasuries Premium Benchmark Series on Thomson Reuters provides live, tradeable, and executable pricing data for all U.S. Treasury benchmark instruments.

Real-time Aggregated Volume, VWAP & VWAY: Volume-weighted averages updated and published once trade is completed

LIVE MARKET PRICE: View live transaction details including real-time hits and takes, size and yield

FIVE LEVELS OF ORDER BOOK: Capture the underlying market with 5 levels of order book

ACTIVE STACK COMPOSITION: Shows individual orders that comprise the current best bid and offer

COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION NOW INCLUDES:
- Real-time Aggregated Volume, VWAP & VWAY updated as trades occur with tradeable bid, offer, price, yield
- Five levels of clickable market depth including order book and active stack compositions
- Live market activity for all benchmark instruments

PRODUCT FEATURES & BENEFITS:
- Global market coverage provides live, liquid prices throughout the Asian, European and U.S. trading day
- Benchmark Fixings at 11am, 3, 4, 5pm
- Elementized data to drive spreadsheets and trading applications

WHERE TO FIND:
- NASDAQ OMX eSpeed U.S. Treasuries Guide: <NASDAQESPEED>
- NASDAQ OMX eSpeed U.S. Treasuries Premium Benchmark Series: <0#NSPD>
- All U.S. Treasury Issues and Treasury Swaps: <BGCMDUST>

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE U.S. TREASURIES SERVICES, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR THOMSON REUTERS ACCOUNT MANAGER.

CONTACTS
WWW.NASDAQTRADER.COM/ESPEEDDATA
ESPEED DATA SALES
+1 301 978 5307 | DATASALES@NASDAQOMX.COM
ESPEED PRODUCT
+1 301 978 5307 | ESPEEDDATA@NASDAQOMX.COM
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